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Citrix OpenCloud Access 

Accelerate cloud computing adoption and simplify  
identity management 



Executive summary
Cloud-hosted application delivery models have many compelling advantages 
when compared with hosting applications in house. These include faster time 
to value, lower total cost of ownership and the ability to efficiently and 
cost-effectively address fluctuating levels of application demand. Still, the 
pace of enterprise adoption for both software-as-a-service (SaaS) and 
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) solutions has been slowed by the challenges 
of having to create, use and manage yet another set of identities for each new 
service-based offering. 

This paper explains how Citrix® OpenCloud Access™ removes identity as an 
obstacle to enterprise adoption of cloud-hosted application delivery models. 
OpenCloud Access completes the job started by traditional single sign-on (SSO) 
and identity management tools by making identities and their management 
part of the application delivery network and essentially establishing a trust 
fabric. With OpenCloud Access, coverage for SSO and capabilities such as 
provisioning and workflow management can efficiently and cost-effectively be 
extended to SaaS applications and IaaS cloud implementations, and to many 
of the enterprise and legacy applications that have historically remained 
beyond the scope of traditional identity management solutions due to 
technical or financial limitations. 

OpenCloud Access is also solidly aligned with the enterprise objective of 
achieving a single pane of glass for application access. In conjunction with 
Citrix® XenDesktop® for desktop virtualization and Citrix Receiver™, the 
first self-service storefront for enterprise applications, OpenCloud Access 
delivers a superior user experience, providing secure, streamlined access to 
all of the applications that users require to get their jobs done.

Diverse identities and their 
management remain  
problematic
Most organizations today are confronted with the challenge of having to 
manage numerous pockets of identity. Each new application or service 
requires the implementation of a new set of credentials and privileges. Users 
are hindered by inconsistencies in the rights that they are assigned and the 
need to remember multiple passwords, while IT is subjected to steadily 
increasing complexity, administrative costs and risks due to unsafe user 
practices, such as writing passwords down and selecting ones that are easy  
to remember and, therefore, weak.

Even organizations that have made substantial investments in traditional SSO 
and other identity management solutions are not immune. The problem is that 
integrating new applications into these solutions is often expensive, or simply 
too cumbersome. For web SSO, agents must be licensed and implemented on 
each application server. For enterprise SSO, agents are required for each user 
computing device. Incomplete identity management support for all of an 
organization’s applications, platforms and devices is another major limitation. 
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The net result is that some of the organization’s pockets of identity may in  
fact be larger; however, there are still several of them and they are still  
completely independent of one another. An all-too-common scenario for 
enterprises is one where web SSO is implemented for only a subset of web 
applications; enterprise SSO is implemented for only a subset of enterprise 
applications; numerous legacy applications remain identity islands unto 
themselves; and any password reset, account management and provisioning 
tools that are available have been deployed in a similarly disjointed manner.

Bringing cloud-hosted applications into the mix can make matters worse. 
Although traditional identity management solutions can provide a measure  
of relief for in-house applications, there is very little they can accomplish for 
applications that reside outside the enterprise datacenter. These tools were not 
architected with external use in mind, particularly ones where the enterprise 
has little control, if any, over the application and its supporting infrastructure. 
The resulting identity management complexities are a considerable obstacle  
to the adoption of cloud-based applications and are keeping enterprises from 
more fully realizing the economic advantages of this otherwise attractive 
delivery model. 

Bridging identity across  
enterprise and cloud applications
Citrix OpenCloud Access solves the pockets of identity challenge facing 
today’s enterprises by simplifying the administrator effort required to manage 
multiple identities across an ever-growing population of applications while 
providing the best possible user experience in the most secure manner.

With OpenCloud Access, identity becomes part of the application delivery 
network. Instead of remaining locked into individual user systems and  
application servers, identity is effectively moved to a central point within the 
network. In conjunction with an associated set of identity management 
features, the resulting network-based identity forms a trust fabric and  
delivers single sign-on capable of spanning all of an organization’s users and 
resources, including SaaS and IaaS cloud environments.

A key component of the Citrix OpenCloud Framework1, OpenCloud Access 
is a product option for the Citrix® NetScaler® application delivery controller 
that works with both MPX hardware and VPX virtual appliances. In  
addition to delivering comprehensive SSO for legacy, web, custom,  
cloud-based and next-generation applications, OpenCloud Access also 
addresses enterprise requirements for user provisioning, de-provisioning and 
self-service account management. 

A regularly updated library of AppConnectors and integral support for SAML, 
ADFS and OpenID federated access technologies helps ensure coverage across 
existing and future applications alike. At the same time, identity infrastructure 
connectors allow IT managers to fully leverage existing identity stores such  
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1 Citrix OpenCloud Framework lets enterprises and cloud service providers build and operate                
   private and public clouds by providing the core logic to rapidly provision, manage and control  
   applications deployed as cloud-based services. Additionally, it supports interoperability with  
   popular cloud interfaces to let customers leverage their existing investments for migration to the        
   cloud. For more information, please visit www.citrix.com.
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as Microsoft Active Directory, and any investments that have been made in 
traditional SSO and identity management tools. Furthermore, a robust 
management interface featuring the same look and feel used for all other 
NetScaler capabilities and product options ensures an efficient and seamless 
experience for network operations personnel.

The power of  
network-based identity
OpenCloud Access makes identity available as a network-based resource. 
Requests to access applications are transparently intercepted by or redirected 
to NetScaler. OpenCloud Access then leverages existing identity stores to 
validate user identities and establish group memberships using records of 
preference. Built-in connectors also sign users in to the applications they are 
permitted to access, regardless of application type and location. Applications 
using SAML or other federated authentication technologies can be simply 
configured to point to OpenCloud Access as the authoritative source of 
identity information. Once the logon process is complete, OpenCloud Access 
allows direct communication between users and applications. The result is that 
users are automatically signed in to their applications without ever seeing  
the corresponding logon screens and are otherwise able to interact with 
applications as they normally would.

The advantages of a network-based approach to identity, as compared to  
traditional SSO products and techniques, are:

• There is no need to deploy client-side agents characteristic of  
conventional enterprise SSO solutions

• There is no need for server-side agents characteristic of popular 
web SSO solutions

• Initial implementation and ongoing maintenance are considerably 
less complex, disruptive and expensive, and the solutions are 
inherently more scalable

Because of its independence from client and server platforms, the SSO 
capability provided by OpenCloud Access is universally applicable. With 
OpenCloud Access, organizations have the potential to affordably engage 
the same uniform set of SSO and identity management capabilities for all of 
their web, custom and legacy applications, as well as those delivered via 
cloud-hosted approaches. The ability to seamlessly extend the identity of 
internal users into a service provider’s domain not only facilitates more 
widespread use of SaaS applications, but also paves the way for more 
transformative IaaS implementations. Providing a simple way to account for 
user identities significantly reduces the upfront work for hybrid cloud 
environments, effectively eliminating the need for application or network 
redesign and allowing organizations to more fully realize associated  
economic benefits.

The result—particularly for IT departments that are already using NetScaler 
for application delivery and traffic management—is a simple and economi-
cally efficient way to establish SSO for all of an organization’s applications, 
whatever their type and wherever they are located.
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Additional capabilities
OpenCloud Access does more than establish highly leverageable and scalable 
network-based identity. Additional features and capabilities include:  
compatibility with existing SSO solutions, simple user provisioning,  
self-service account management, detailed usage reporting, alignment with 
desktop virtualization and related efforts to establish a single pane of glass 
for application access.

SSO solution compatibility ! Besides providing SSO capabilities for resources 
not covered by existing SSO products, OpenCloud Access can also be 
configured to work with these solutions, thereby extending their usefulness 
and reducing ongoing operational effort. For instance, with an existing web 
SSO implementation:

• Coverage for new applications can be achieved by installing a 
single agent on OpenCloud Access, as opposed to deploying one 
on each individual application server

• There is no need to install additional agents every time a new 
server is added 

SSO and other identity management functions can easily be extended to 
additional resources, effectively bridging pockets of identity and leading to  
a uniformly smoother experience for users and less work for network and 
systems administrators.

Simple user provisioning ! OpenCloud Access can transparently create new 
application accounts when needed. New users can be up and running with a 
full set of privileges in minutes, rather than days or possibly even weeks, and 
existing users can be assigned new roles or responsibilities with their associated 
privileges equally fast. System administrators need only associate these users 
with the corresponding groups in the enterprise directory. A request to access 
a resource will then lead to OpenCloud Access taking advantage of its 
built-in connectors and previously configured administrative privileges to 
automatically create a new account, after which the user will be transparently 
signed in to the application.

De-provisioning, or the revocation of access rights, is also supported and is 
accomplished by removing the corresponding group associations for subject 
users from the enterprise directory. Security is enhanced while also achieving 
compliance with associated requirements of industry regulations and legislation.

Self-service account management ! Self-service account management helps 
address situations where users need access to applications for which they are 
not yet assigned corresponding entitlements in the enterprise directory. In 
these cases, OCA can facilitate the initiation of a request for new privileges, 
and integral workflow capabilities can help automate the process of obtaining 
required approvals. An embedded password reset capability can also be used 
to reduce support desk call volume and more quickly restore locked-out 
users to a productive state.

Detailed usage reporting ! Organizations can take advantage of the detailed 
records and usage reports available with OpenCloud Access to proactively 
manage their cloud-based services. Licenses and capacity allotments can  
be fine-tuned to reduce expenses during periods of low utilization or,  
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alternately, to ensure the availability of sufficient resources when demand 
rises. The same information can also be used to help cross-check vendor 
claims regarding consumption levels and thereby confirm the accuracy of 
monthly billing statements.

Desktop virtualization and the single pane of glass ! Enterprises worldwide 
are steadily embracing desktop and application virtualization as a way to 
improve accessibility of essential resources, bolster IT security and substantially 
reduce application and endpoint total cost of ownership. In this regard, 
OpenCloud Access extends the trust fabric it creates to virtualized environments 
by incorporating support for XenDesktop and Citrix® XenApp™. 

Another interrelated objective for many businesses is the establishment of a 
single pane of glass that enables users to access all of their applications from 
one place and in one consistent manner. Enterprise application portals and 
front-end solutions such as Citrix Receiver address this growing requirement, 
and so does OpenCloud Access. Besides being able to also serve as a portal 
itself, OpenCloud Access brings further value to simple application containers 
and innovative subscription platforms by making access to the enumerated 
applications as seamless and uniform as possible. 

The benefits of  
OpenCloud Access
OpenCloud Access delivers benefits to IT, to users and to the business.

For IT, OpenCloud Access:

• Provides a robust set of SSO and privilege management capabilities 
that are straightforward to implement, easy to maintain, and 
uniformly applicable across all of an organization’s applications, 
regardless of type and location

• Works with and bridges existing SSO solutions, not only preserving 
prior identity management investments but actually enhancing 
them as well

• Reduces call volume to the IT support desk, along with  
associated expenses 

For users, OpenCloud Access:

• Streamlines their experience by enabling a single identity for all 
application access—gone are the days of having to juggle multiple 
passwords and the incessant process of having to log on to  
every application

• Eliminates the need to wait days, or perhaps even longer, to gain 
access to essential applications when on-boarding, changing roles 
or receiving new responsibilities

• Provides self-service account management and associated workflow 
capabilities that obviate the need for cumbersome and  
time-consuming processes to expand their access privileges 
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For business management, OpenCloud Access:

• Accelerates and helps maximize the financial and agility gains  
associated with SaaS and IaaS adoption by affordably enabling the 
extension of identity and trust relationships beyond the borders of 
the enterprise

• Ensures greater user productivity and enterprise agility by rapidly 
turning up new users and applications while also accounting for 
future developments, including the potential for widespread use of 
federated authentication technologies such as SAML or OpenID

• Enhances IT security by facilitating the enforcement of password 
strength and renewal policies, curtailing the practice of writing 
passwords down, incorporating single-click de-provisioning, and 
providing detailed insight into individual’s application usage  
patterns and habits

Conclusion
Citrix OpenCloud Access, an option of NetScaler, turns identity into a 
network-based resource, thereby enabling the creation of a trust fabric that 
spans all of an organization’s applications, whatever their type and wherever 
they are located. With OpenCloud Access, SSO capabilities can easily and 
affordably be implemented on a widespread basis, especially if an organization 
has already deployed NetScaler. OpenCloud Access also delivers the ability 
to extend internal user identities into a service provider’s environment. This 
overcomes a significant limitation of traditional identity management 
solutions and removes identity as an obstacle to enterprise adoption of SaaS 
applications and IaaS-based, cloud-extended datacenter configurations. The 
result with OpenCloud Access is a robust solution that allows an enterprise 
to more fully realize the economic advantages of cloud-hosted applications, 
preserves and extends prior investments made in traditional identity  
management infrastructure, and delivers a streamlined user experience  
that is also completely secure.
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